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1a. Kubulau Fijian (Kubulau District, Bua Province, Vanua Levu, Fiji)
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1b. Language expert

● Data comes from a single speaker SG
● SG is from Kubulau district (formerly Vuya district) in Bua Province
● SG is part of the Waisā and Natokolau communities
● SG is a fellow graduate student of the Linguistics Department at UH Mānoa
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1c. Data collection and management

● UH Mānoa remote field methods class 2020-2021 over Zoom
● Native Zoom recording and SG’s computer-internal mic

○ Audio quality lower than in-person recording (Zhang et al. 2021) 
● .m4a at 32 kHz
● Tools used: 

○ ELAN for transcription
○ Audacity for splicing
○ Praat for measurements
○ Excel for visualizations

● Audio archived in Kaipuleohone https://hdl.handle.net/10125/75607
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2. Select literature

Schütz (1985) The Fijian Language

- Vowel length contrast
- Word division into feet, each with an accent 

Schütz (1999) “Fijian Accent”

- Phonological words made of bimoraic or trimoraic feet accented on penultimate mora
- Vowel length contrasts are always accompanied by change in accent
- Vowel length not clearly contrastive and accent not clearly contrastive

Zuraw et al. (2014) “The word-level prosody of Samoan”

- Found that amplitude, consonant duration (lengthening after stressed vowel), and 
fundamental frequency are associated with stress
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3a. Research questions of the exploratory pilot study

● Are there differences in the acoustic realizations of stress in Kubulau Fijian 
and Standard Fijian?

● Does Al Schütz’s analysis on stress patterns in the “Fijian Accent” (1999) hold 
true for Kubulau Fijian?
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3a. Method

Kubulau Fijian words from elicitations and Standard Fijian counterparts

2, 3, 4, 5 syllable target words

Kubulau - dredre ‘laugh’, axari ‘window’, sigele’i ‘tank top,’ va’ovo’ovo ‘gossip’

Standard - dredre ‘laugh’, magiti ‘food’, sigeleti ‘tank top,’ vatovotovo ‘gossip’

4 repetitions/word * 4 words/variety * 2 Fijian varieties = 32 tokens
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3a. Method

Target words read in sentence frames meaning ‘I said ___’:

Kubulau - Au avola ____ . Standard - Au tukuna ____ . 

Ex., SG read Au tukuna magiti.
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3b. Results

● Acoustic features which appeared to be overall correlated with stress:
○ Greater syllable duration 
○ Greater intensity 
○ Pitch prominences, esp. in shorter words

● Less clear correlation:
○ Consonant duration
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3b. Sample syllable duration charts (3 syllable words)

● Seems to show penultimate stress aXAri, maGIti
● Suggestive of different habits for final lengthening KF vs. SF
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3b. Sample syllable duration charts (4 syllable words)

● Suggestive of SIge.LEi
● Different habits for final lengthening
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Fig. 3 
Fig. 4



3b. Sample consonant duration charts (2 syllable words)

● No clear difference in length
● From Zuraw et al. (2014)’s study would look for lengthening on second dr 

(post-stressed syllable)
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Fig. 5 Fig. 6 



3b. Sample consonant duration charts (5 syllable words)

● Both KF and SF appear to have longer v on syllables 3 and 5, could be 
post-stressed (Zuraw et al. 2014) as va’Ovo.’Ovo
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3b. Sample intensity charts (5 syllable words)

● Measurements taken from center of vowel
● Suggest different divisions into bi-/tri-syllabic feet
● Note that Zhang et al. (2021) found Zoom recordings had intensity drops
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3b. Sample intensity charts (4 syllable words) 

● KF example does not have clear intensity increases where stress is expected 
(syllables 1 + 3)

● SF more suggestive
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3b. Sample pitch charts (3 syllable words)

● Pitch prominences on vowels in penultimate syllables
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Fig. 13 Kubulau Fijian Fig. 14 Standard Fijian



3b. Sample pitch charts (5 syllable words)

● Pitch prominences in both words on syllables 1 and 4 
● SF token has more pitch movement throughout word
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Fig. 15 Kubulau Fijian Fig. 16 Standard Fijian



4. Summary

● Preliminary data suggestive of several acoustic correlates of stress in both 
Kubulau and Standard Fijian varieties

○ Greater intensity
○ Pitch prominences
○ Greater syllable duration

● Stress patterning in Kubulau Fijian appears to agree with Schütz (1999)
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4. Further directions

● Control target words for consonant type
● Higher quality audio (in-person recording)
● More words and more tokens
● Multiple speakers 
● Statistical analysis
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